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COLOMBO MAGNUMS | DISCOVER AUSTRIA | SMALL BATCH GIN AND MUCH MORE

Well, here we are, the great British summer. Yes, it might be a touch chilly and overcast as I type this but,
as always, I hear reports of the hottest July since 1976. As it's mid-June now I'd say we've got about six weeks
until that turns to an Indian summer instead. Thankfully our selection of wines for summer is every bit as
consistent as the over-optimistic long range weather forecasts! Regardless of what the next few months
bring we've got some brilliant wines to choose from including some party friendly magnums from
Colombo on page 11, a pair of ridiculously good value Sicilians on page 14 and a ground breaking Gamay on
page 19. Here's to picnic blankets, sweet peas, potato salad, barbecues and the occasional ray of sun. Cheers
from all at Hennings! Matt Parkinson

FRENCH
RED & WHITE
Wine doesn't have to be complicated all the time. This quintet from
France will make your summer simple yet delicious

Country key: AG – Argentina | AU – Australia | AT – Austria | EN – England | FR – France | IT – Italy | NZ – New Zealand | SC – Scotland | SP – Spain |
US – United States of America

HAMBLEDON
The 'cradle of cricket' and arguably the most expressive English
sparkling wine we've tasted for some time

LE VERSANT SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015, VDP D'OC – FR | Benchmark Sauvignon Blanc with
gooseberry and nectarine aromas. The palate has lots of pure, precise and fresh fruit flavours. £8.75 reduced
to £7.75

BELARDENT PICPOUL DE PINET 2015, VDP D'OC – FR | Classic Picpoul – clean and crisp with
HAMBLEDON CLASSIC CUVÉE, HAMPSHIRE – EN |

60%
Chardonnay with the balance split equally between Pinot Noir and Pinot
Meunier. This is a glorious glass full of aromas of sourdough, ripe apples
and a touch of smoke. The palate is ripe and wonderfully structured with
great acidity and finesse. Great to drink right now – no need to wait. £29.99,
Grapevine introductory price £26.99
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VISIT OUR SHOPS OR HENNINGSWINE.CO.UK TO SEE OUR FULL
RANGE OF ENGLISH SPARKLING WINES

white flower and peach flavours. £8.99 reduced to £7.99

ENSEDUNA MUSCAT SEC 2015, VDP D'OC – FR | Lovely fruit flavours with a nice hit of refreshing
acidity and a moreish finish. Definitely stick this on your 'to try for summer' list. £8.99 reduced to £7.99

CHÂTEAU PUICHERIC CUVÉE LES CLOTS 2014, MINERVOIS – FR | Blackberry with some nice
spice and a hint of toasty oak. £7.99 reduced to £6.99

LA RÉSERVE DU CROUZAU CÔTES DU RHÔNE VILLAGES 2011, RHÔNE – FR | There’s a
truckload of dark-skinned fruit in this plus typical savoury notes of liquorice and lavender. £8.99 reduced
to £7.99
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FRENCH
PINK
How do you find the perfect summer rosé? It's easy – you let us find
it for you. Words and tasting notes be Adrian Housby-Smith

LE VERSANT GRENACHE ROSÉ 2015, VIN DE PAYS D'OC – FR | "This is a pretty rosé with a
touch of gold to add to that glittering light colour. A very subtle easy-drinking wine with strawberry on the
nose, a freshness to awaken and red cherries to delight." £8.75 reduced to £7.75

"S

ummertime is the perfect time for drinking
rosé! When you open a bottle it feels
like summer will last forever...and it’s only just
beginning. When you look at rosé wines you can
find a spectrum of pinks from rose water through
salmons to peaches and on to riper redcurrants. It is
a beautiful blush that people are currently seeking
and when you hold it to the sun it is certainly the
prettiest. It is the mastery of the winemaker that
delivers this colour; choosing the right moment to
run the juice from the dark macerating skins.
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The rosés of the Languedoc and Provence
generally use the classic varietals of Grenache,
Syrah, Mouvèdre and Cinsault. Given the hours

of sunshine in Provence these grapes absolutely
thrive. Cinsault offers some delicacy and perfume
while Grenache offers warm fruits and spice and
Mouvèdre brings the depth.
When you open these wines they take you away
to the relaxing heat of the Mediterranean sun and
happy days with good friends.
The beauty of rosé wines is that they are fun,
unpretentious and you don’t have to be too fussy
about matching them with foods – they go equally
well with strawberries during Wimbledon or
sausages at your summer barbecue."

CHÂTEAU SAINT-PIERRE TRADITION ROSÉ 2015, PROVENCE – FR | "An 11th Century château
sitting at the foot of the Maures mountains. The winemaking uses a warm fermentation offering fuller
flavours and aromas. An abundance of peaches and apricots, tones of rosemary and lavender completed
with a beautiful finale of guava fruit. This is the blueprint Provençal rosé you have been seeking!" £10.99
reduced to £9.95

DOMAINE DE GRANDPRÉ MINOTAURE
ROSÉ 2015, PROVENCE – FR | "A boutique
vineyard of just eight acres sitting near the
village of Puget-Villes. You can pick up a touch
of tangerine on the nose and a palate of white
flowers, pears, vanilla, apricots and a beautiful
finish of orange citrus. This is a dry wine and one
for the summer evening as it's the most heady at
some 13.5%." £12.99 reduced to £11.95

"...they go equally
well with strawberries
during Wimbledon
or sausages at your
summer barbecue."
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GIN
If you haven't discovered a few gems from the flood of new gins that
have hit the shops over the last 24 months then you really haven't
been trying hard enough...Words by Chris Goldman

"T

here is something incredibly compelling
about the assembly of a Gin and Tonic. Very
few drinks come with such an array of sights and
sounds that promise instant refreshment for
the drinker than this one. The clink of the ice as
you pop it in the glass and the hiss of the tonic is
almost as much of a joy as the actual drinking of it.
Actually scrub that last bit, it’s a nice prelude but
let's be honest, nothing quite cuts the mustard like
drinking a well-made Gin and Tonic!

"...it's a nice prelude but
let's be honest, nothing
quite cuts the mustard
like a well-made Gin and
Tonic!"
Now, gin has been around a very long time in
different guises since the middle-ages. In fact,
during the middle-ages it was used as a cure-all

medicine – I know what you’re thinking – for
stomach complaints. It was during the Eighty Years
War, providing support in Antwerp, that English
soldiers first got a whiff of this marvellous drink
where they would be given some to alleviate the
horrors they were about to endure – who's for a spot
of Dutch courage? As such an historic drink, gin has
seen its fair share of boom and bust. Images such as
the historic Gin Lane illustration by Hogarth is one
such boom time for gin albeit a pretty unpleasant
one.
Thankfully gin is seeing another boom at
the moment and whilst I don’t advocate reenacting scenes from Gin Lane I encourage you
to try different gins. You'll discover their subtle
differences and nuances because decent gin will be
the difference between a good drink and a fantastic
one. As such I have chosen a stellar selection to
satiate your thirst this summer and, of course, there
are plenty more to choose from in store or online."

Images above: Warner Edwards' beautiful still, Curiosity

WARNER EDWARDS HARRINGTON
DRY, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE – EN | Barley
spirit with 11 botanicals sourced from farms in
England and Wales including juniper, elderflower
and corriander. It's brilliantly aromatic and has a
wonderful lemon peel andstem ginger finish £33.00
reduced to £29.95 | 70cl

GORDON CASTLE, SPEYSIDE – SC |
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Botanicals, such as mint, lavender and gooseberry,
from Europe's largest walled garden at Gordon
Castle mean this hand-crafted gin is floral, fresh and
unique. £33.00 reduced to £31.00 | 70cl

BRIGHTON GIN, EAST SUSSEX – EN |

Made by
five Brightonian gin lovers, this is fantastically laid
back and refreshing. They won't say exactly which
botanicals they use but there is definitely juniper,
angelica, orange, lime and milk thistle. £35.00 | 70cl

SILENT POOL, SURREY – EN |

Produced in
the Surrey Hills right next to the Silent Pool – a
mysterious spring-fed lake. Featuring 24 botanicals,
including kaffir lime, local honey and lavender, it is
remarkably balanced and subtle. £39.95 reduced to
£36.95 | 70cl
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USA
The wines from our trans-Atlantic friends are often out of reach for
the majority of wine drinkers. However, if you dig around a bit, it's
amazing what you can find. Words by Steph Aburrow

"A

s I'm sat in my
garden writing
this, the sun is beaming
down and I, obviously,
have a glass of chilled
Fino in hand, I can’t
help but think these
are the kind of days
we long for in a typical
English summer. It is
blissful and, for me,
takes me straight back
to an amazing week
I spent in California
many moons ago. The
only problem is, this
holiday was in my ‘prewine’ days and there
lies probably one of my
biggest wine related
regrets. I spent far

"I spent far too much
time being 'touristy'
and didn't visit a single
vineyard."
too much time being
‘touristy’ and didn’t
visit a single vineyard!
Oh, the shame!
The consistent and
reliable climate there
is a winemakers dream
where the grapes can
sunbathe all day long
and, luckily for the

within different 'micro
climates' that moderate
the growing conditions
for a multitude of
varieties. Ultimately
this means three things:
1. Over time
winemakers can
work to perfect their
signature wines as
their own experience

US, there are varying
cooling influences each

and that of the vines
develop.

2. Producers are free to
become creative with
the climatic conditions
and experiment with
new and interesting
styles and varieties.
3. Most importantly, I
need to book myself
a return trip to
California!
We are going all out on
our American offering
in this issue with a great
selection that shows
off a shining snippet of
what our special friends
over the pond have
to offer. I'm confident
there is something for
everyone here."

EVOLUTION BRUT SPARKLING, OREGON – US | "When we are tasting through the wines for
the next Grapevine there is always one wine that stands out from the crowd – last time round for me it
was the Del Duque Amontillado, likely to be my wine for the year that one. This time I was looking for
something a little different and exciting, both boxes where ticked when I discovered we were bringing in
a new fizz from Sokol Blosser's Evolution range. Already a huge fan of the red and white, I'm gripped by the
innovation these wines bring, from the quirky labelling to the crazy mix of grapes in the bottle." £19.99

DANCING CROW, NAPA/MENDOCINO – US | "Located North of Napa in the heart of Lake County, the
proximity to Mt Konocti and Clear Lake means there is a 40oF day to night temperature variation. These are
perfect conditions for Sauvignon Blanc as it retains the crisp acidity and vibrancy which is imperative with
premium Sauvignons. All of you who are fans of high quality NZ Sauvignon should try this – you won't be
disappointed! The 2014 Red Hills Cabernet is from what is regarded as one of the best vintages in memory.
A complex mixture of dark berry and mocha aromas that develop into rich flavours of cassis, cedar, toffee...
the list is endless." Sauvignon Blanc £18.99, Grapevine introductory price £16.99 | Cabernet Sauvignon
£21.99, Grapevine introductory price £19.99

PAUL HOBBS PINOT NOIR, RUSSIAN RIVER – US | "Paul Hobbs was recently dubbed 'the Steve Jobs
of wine' and with good reason. A superlative wine speaks for itself and, from the first glimpse of deep ruby,
this shows a perfect balance of ripe cherries, a touch of spice, a zippy, youthful, yet welcoming acidity and
the softest of tannins. Perfect for summer but perhaps the wise ones among us will keep it for a certain
celebration towards the end of the year." £49.95 reduced to £45.00

THE CRUSHER, CLARKSBURG – US | "10% off the entire Crusher range when you buy six? Something
tells me these wines won't hang around for long! These vineyards are uniquely positioned just 20 miles
west of Napa in Clarksburg and fortunately benefit from a very similar climate. This means we get great
wines from affordable land! VIOGNIER | I am a sucker for a big white wine but sometimes we all need
something different. This lures you in with a great nose of apricot and citrus that bursts out of the glass.
Crammed full of peach and honey and backed up with delectable creaminess, no acid dominance and
perhaps most surprisingly no oak! It's amazing, summery, fresh and fabulous! PETITE SIRAH | The
geek in me wants to write a tome about how this variety is called Durif in Australia and that it thrives in
the Clarksburg climate thanks to a long hang time. What you want to hear is that this is what you need on
a rainy summer's day. Full and deep with rich, expressive flavours of cherry, spice and vanilla. Delicious."
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£11.99 | Buy 6 and save 10% | Viognier, Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petite Sirah and Pinot Noir
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MAGNUM
DE COLOMBO
Not some bizarre TV detective mash-up but a trio of supersized

wines for summer from one of our favourite French families. Words
and tasting notes by Colin Nicholson

"How Hennings ran
without so many key
members, I’m not
sure..."

LES FOROTS CÔTES DU RHÔNE
ROUGE 2014 MAGNUM, RHÔNE – FR |
"This little beauty is made from younger fruit
and as a result is really clean and bright. Hints of
white pepper and spice give away this is clearly a
Northern Syrah dominated wine being 51% Syrah
backed up by 49% Grenache which rounds off the
wine into a lip-smackingly easy glass to drink."
150cl | £34.95, Grapevine introductory price £29.95

LES PINS COUCHÉS ROSÉ 2015
MAGNUM, MÉDITERRANÉE – FR | "A great
alternative to Provence rosé, similar in style being
clean, dry and full of summer fruits with just a
hint of spice. The most versatile of wines and
a real crowd pleaser." 150cl | £21.95, Grapevine
introductory price £18.95

LA REDONNE CÔTES DU RHÔNE
BLANC 2015 MAGNUM, RHÔNE – FR | "It’s
not the norm to find a great white from the Rhône
(other than Condrieu) as their reds are far better
known, but this blend of 70% Viognier and 30%
Rousanne really hits the spot. Viognier can get a
little too rich for most palates, but the addition of
Rousanne introduces a crisp clean element into
the mix making this a refreshing exciting change.
Stunning flute bottle too." 150cl | £34.95, Grapevine
introductory price £29.95

Images, clockwise l-r: Laure Colombo's recently resurrected vineyards, in harmony with nature, high up in Saint-Peray. The beautiful walk down to La Chapelle in
Hermitage. Jean-Luc Colombo's first vineyard – Les Ruchets in Cornas. White asparagas and Saint-Peray – a perfect match. Tough times eating and 'tasting'.

"I

n mid-May this year four members of team
Hennings spent a whirlwind two days visiting
the Northern Rhône in the company of vins JeanLuc Colombo who are based in the heart of the
region at Cornas. How Hennings ran without so
many key members, I’m not sure, but the intrepid
travellers with such little time went straight to
work. Tucking into the local cuisine and, of course,
some superb wines we found some cracking gems
for your delight!
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Split into two main regions from Vienne in the
north to Avignon in the south, one of the only

things the Northern and Southern Rhône have
in common is that they follow the river Rhône
down from the Alps before it empties out into the
Mediterranean.
At the Northern end of the valley the vines cling
tenaciously to steep crumbling granite, in a
narrow corridor only 100 metres wide in places,
all the way down to Valence. For me the wines are
far better in quality here than from the Southern
Rhône and unfortunately usually pricier too due
to the small amounts produced. But that’s what
we do here – find those great wines the multiples

have to overlook as production is usually always
too small for them.
Les Forots Côtes du Rhône Rouge and La Redonne
Côtes du Rhône Blanc are unusual in that the
grapes are sourced mainly from the North where
Syrah (Shiraz) is king. Only 5% of all Rhône wines
come from the region and these wines are the tiny
production and pricey Côte Roties and Hermitages
etc. so it was, as you can imagine, a pleasant
surprise to find this pair of stunners.
Colombo, as we quickly discovered, also produce

a delicious rosé with grapes sourced from further
south, that again, was a revelation. Les Pins
Couchés Rosé is such a wonderful vibrant colour
and a perfect match to soups and pasta, and as
it turned out also spot on with strawberries and
cream too – a joy to behold!
There was one other wine we found which has not
made it into these pages as it’s only available in a
75cl bottle. Colombo's Saint-Peray Blanc 2014 for
under £20 was unquestionably the best wine I have
tasted in the last 12 months bar none! Pop into
Pulborough shop and grab a bottle!”
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SPANISH
FLAIR
As Spanish winemakers start to step out of the shadow of their

more well known geographical siblings, there are some fascinating
wines to explore...

M

ention Spanish
wine to anyone
and there are certain
grapes that will, in
almost total certainty,
spring to mind –

Tempranillo, Albariño
and perhaps Viura
or Garnacha. While
these are very widely
planted and make some
brilliant wines, Spain

is also seeing a bit of
a resurgence with its
traditional indigenous
varieties. Grapes like
Mencía, Verdejo and
Treixadura are making

a massive resurgence in
Spain itself and further
afield. We have to say,
with wines like those
below, it's no surprise.

VEGA MONTÁN MENCÍA 2015, BIERZO
– SP | A brilliant summer wine made from the

MAETIERRA ATLANTIS TREIXADURA
2015, RIBEIRO – SP | Treixadura is the grape

Mencía grape just above Portugal. It's fresh with
lots of cherry flavours and a touch of spicy smoke.
Absolutely delicious lightly chilled. £9.99

variety that you'll find in Portugal's delicious Vinho
Verde. This wine, from close to the Portuguese
border is fresh with a nice bit of creaminess.
Smooth, persistent and quite similar to Albariño in
fact. £11.99, Grapevine introductory price £9.99

MAETIERRA ATLANTIS HONDARRABI
ZURI 2015, TXAKOLI DE ALAVA – SP | This
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Hondarrabi Zuri is, quite possibly, the driest
wine we stock! There's some nice exotic fruit like
pineapple and custard apple on the nose and the
lively palate has well integrated acidity. Rather
than trying to remember the name just ask for 'the
unicorn whale one'. £11.99, Grapevine introductory
price £9.99

SINFONIA MONASTRELL CABERNET
SAUVIGNON 2014, JUMILLA – SP | Now, this
is the wine you want for your barbecue – it's ripe,
rich and juicy. While the Cabernet might seem a
touch international, it really fills out the palate
and gives this wine great length and balance. £9.99
reduced to £8.99
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SICILY'S
SENSALE
Sometimes, just sometimes, you stumble across a pair of wines that
are almost too good to be true. Tasting notes by Hannah Gillies

SPECIAL
PARCELS
A slightly random yet delicious duo for your summer consideration

SENSALE GRILLO 2014, SICILY – IT | "This wine is absolutely perfect for those lovely, hot days when
you just want to sit back and absorb the summer sunshine. Grillo, being a grape that is native to Sicily,
creates a beautifully refreshing wine when vinified properly. Full of citrus and stone fruit flavours with
a hint of minerality, Sensale Grillo makes for a perfect match when paired with any fish dish, cous cous
salads and goat's cheese. An excellent price for the summer at just £6.75, this is already my drink of choice.
Come in and grab a bottle or two!" £7.50 reduced to £6.75

SENSALE NERO D'AVOLA 2014, SICILY – IT | "Being a red wine lover throughout the year can
sometimes leave me feeling a little puzzled when it comes to choosing reds for the summer. Thankfully,
our trusty wine buyers have found the perfect solution. Sensale Nero d’Avola has loads of juicy, plummy red
fruit flavours, with added spice, which provides the perfect glass of red on warm summer evenings. Think
BBQ meats and warm tomato salad as an ideal match for this perfect tipple." £7.50 reduced to £6.75

CHÂTEAU TEYSSIER ST-EMILION GRAND CRU 2011, BORDEAUX – FR |

New wave StEmilion with a bit of a cult following thanks to maverick producer Johnathan Multus's efforts. 85% Merlot
with the balance being Cabernet Franc. "A powerful, plush Saint-Emilion displaying notes of ink, toasty
oak, volcanic earth and hints of chocolate and coffee. Medium-bodied and deep with loads of colour as well
as fruit." 89-91 points, Robert Parker. £19.95 | 12 bottle wooden case price £205.00
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MASSERIA CARMELITANI GAVI DEL COMUNE DI GAVI DOCG, PIEDMONT – IT | That's
what I love about European wine producers – they always keep the names nice and easy to remember! 100%
Cortese from a 25 hectare estate to the west of the river Lemme in the commune of Gavi. Gavi di Gavi was
made famous by the Italian Riviera particularly in the nineteen fifties; it has now become Piedmont’s most
prestigious white wine. After you have tasted it you will not be surprised to discover that both the wine and
the producer are regular medal winners. A delicious, lively and gently aromatic nose is matched by a fuller,
mineral and citrus flavour on the lengthy palate. £12.99 reduced to £10.99
Image above: Sensale's bottling line
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AUSTRIA
Hmmm, not too sure about this. I must admit my Austrian wine
knowledge isn't what it should be. Words by Matt Parkinson

"I

'm not too sure where to begin writing this
as I'm not that well qualified to write about
Austrian wine. Asides from the odd bottle of
Grüner Veltliner at a rare restaurant outing or an
even rarer flirtation with some sample bottles of
St. Laurent in the office, my knowledge of Austrian
wine is embarassingly lacking. It's a pity and a
touch confusing really as the ones I've tasted have
been fantastic! So, with no time like the present,
let's begin our Austrian education today.

are also wines made towards the south from
international varieties like Pinot Blanc and the
ubiquitous Sauvignon Blanc. The country's second
largest vineyard area is Burgenland. Located to the
south of Vienna, this area produces, from what I've
tried, some great reds from indigenous varieties
like Blaufränkisch, Zweigelt and St. Laurent. The
reds are made in an approachable soft red fruit
style with lovely spice and real subtlety – perfect for
summer.

A cool climate region, Austria lends itself perfectly
to producing mineral driven whites and spicy reds.
While Grüner Veltliner is the country's champion
variety and found in the largest wine producing
area of Niederösterreich in the north-east, there

We've picked out three that we think are a great
introduction to what the country produces. Watch
this space as, with around 46,000 hectares under
vine, there will certainly be more to come."

HEINRICH RED 2013, BURGENLAND –
AT | A blend of Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch and St
Laurent – try saying those all night at a tasting!
Brilliant ruby red in colour. Vibrant cherry and

DOMÄNE WACHAU GRÜNER
VELTLINER FEDERSPIEL TERRASSEN
2015, WACHAU – AT | Bright greenish yellow
with aromas of white pepper, delicate herbal

SEPP MOSER RIESLING GEBLING
2006, KREMSTAL – AT | Bright with a perfume
of peach and grapefruit. The palate has full bodied
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"Asides from the
odd bottle of Grüner
Veltliner at a rare
restaurant outing or an
even rarer flirtation..."

red fruit notes with just a hint of spice coming
through. The structure of the wine supports the
fruit-driven style and soft supple tannins. £14.99,
Grapevine introductory price £12.99
notes, tropical fruits and hints of ripe yellow
apple. Medium bodied with a crisp acidity, very
harmonious, juicy fruits and a spicy finish. £12.95
reduced to £10.95
fruitiness and well-balanced texture. A vivid, deep
wine and a rare pleasure to find one with some
bottle age! £21.95 reduced to £18.99
Image opposite: The incredibly positioned Goettweig Monastery
overlooking the vineyards in Wachau
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LORON
We've dealt with traditional Beaujolais negociant Loron for years.

Then, the other day, a bottle of something that looked very different
to the normal fare arrived...Words by Damian Wingate

"I

recently hosted
a wine tasting at
my shop in Goring,
consisting of a range
of Beaujolais wines
supplied to Hennings
by Jean Loron. Having
tasted our way
through a selection of
wonderful Beaujolais
wine, something new
from Loron was poured.
The first thing to grab
my attention was
the colour, it was so
much darker than the
previous wines, with
a real purple intensity
and brightness. Then, a
‘wow, I wasn’t expecting
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that’ moment; the
richness of the aroma!
A completely different
style to the wines that
I had been tasting
earlier, with dominant
fruit and a definite
spicy undertone. That
intensity continued
to the palate with
vibrant, almost sweet,
juicy berry fruit and
that lift from the spicy
character.

grape as all those
characterful Beaujolais
wines. Don’t let the
addition of the word
‘Noir’ confuse you as
this is Jean Loron trying
to establish this grape
with a new audience
of wine drinkers –
potentially all those
who may have turned
their backs on the old
Beaujolais guard, in
favour of something
more modern.

rocks, so you can’t get
much older. This new
and modern style is
certainly out to change
ideas of what Gamay
is capable of – I, and
all those at the wine
tasting can confirm,
Loron has succeeded."

At this point I need to
explain the reason for
my surprise. The wine,
was in fact, the Jean

This is new wave Gamay
from the old world –
the roots of the vines

If you’re interested in
attending any future
events in Goring please

Gamay Noir, produced
from the same Gamay

are anchored in 320
million year old granite

email them on goring@
henningswine.co.uk

JEAN GAMAY
NOIR 2015, VDF –
FR | £8.99, Grapevine
introductory price
£7.99

For the sake of balance, here are some of
Loron's delicious yet traditional offerings:
COTEAUX BOURGUIGNONS ROUGE
2014, BURGUNDY – FR | Fresh and crunchy with
some lovely Burgundy character. This is only 12%
alcohol so is perfect sunny garden fodder. £9.99
reduced to £8.99

CHÂTEAU DE BELLEVUE MORGON LES
CHARMES 2014, BEAUJOLAIS – FR | From the
heart of Beaujolais, to the south of Fleurie, Morgon is
much more traditional with some real power thanks
to the low yields and a touch of time in cask. Very soft
with silky tannins. £12.99 reduced to £10.99

SAINT-VÉRAN LES OMBRELLES 2014,
BURGUNDY – FR | Loron are pretty good with their
whites too and this is a cracking value drop of white
Burgundy. This comes from next door to PouillyFuissé and has some lovely complexity thanks to six
months ageing on its lees. £13.99 reduced to £11.99
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ORGANIC
GROWTH
As more and more growers move towards sustainable organic
viticulture we highlight a few of our favourites

T

he best and arguably most
obvious thing about organic
and, even more so, biodynamic
grapes is that they are grown in
harmony with nature without the
use of pesticides and herbicides.
Just look at Churton's biodynamic
vineyard opposite or those
wildflower and grass rich ones
of Colombo on page 10 that are
currently in organic certification.
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Surely this is what vineyards are
supposed to look like?
They teem with wildlife, help
protect soil from erosion and are
much more sustainable thanks to
the diversity of plants grown. Yes,
they are susceptible to disease
and infestation but by working
alongside nature, winemakers
are finding new, natural ways to

combat these issues. Let me get
something clear, there's nothing
wrong with non-organic wine
at all but, looking to the future,
winemakers will have to adopt
more and more organic practices
to ensure they can make wine for
generations to come. Great wines
grown with respect and care –
what's not to love?

PETIT BERNAT NEGRE 2014, PLA DE
BAGES – SP | A quirky blend of Syrah, Cabernet

PETIT BERNAT BLANCO 2014, PLA DE
BAGES – SP | 60% Picapoll Blanc and 40% Macabeu.

Franc, Merlot and a splash of Picapoll Negre and
Cabernet Sauvignon. This has lots of red fruit
flavours and an unusually appealing, almost
balsamic smoky note to it. Nice and balanced with
ripe fruit and good acidity. £9.99

Straw yellow with green highlights. Very intense
with a clean and fresh nose dominated by white
fruit and peach, accompanied by touches of citrus
and tropical fruits. Palate is soft and fresh. No oak
and delicious! £9.99

DOMAINE DE LA FOUQUETTE CUVÉE
ROSÉE D’AURORE 2015, PROVENCE – FR |

CHURTON PINOT NOIR, MARLBOROUGH –
NZ | Churton is a 22 hectare single vineyard estate

Everyone at Hennings knows it's summer when we
receive our allocation of Fouquette's wines. Rosée
d'Aurore is a blend of Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah
and Rolle. This has great fresh mandarin flavours as
well as classic red fruit flavours and a touch of spice.
£12.50 reduced to £9.99

above the Waihopai Valley that is certified organic
but also farms biodynamically. Their Pinot Noir is
a bright ruby colour with aromas of old fashioned
musk roses with underlying red plum and cerise.
The palate is dry, complex and earthy with a silky
texture and subtle fruit running through it. £23.95

Images opposite: Churton's biodynamic estate in Marlborough looks like a pretty good spot to work.
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WAKEFIELD
SHIRAZ
When you find a wine that's the perfect fit for any occasion you just

PROSECCO
Opening up a whole new opportunity to drink affordable mid-week

“W

"P

have to tell everyone...Words by Joanna Glass

rosecco is the embodiment of feel good
wine and Britain loves it! Sales are booming
– reportedly overtaking Champagne for quality
sparkling wine sales – but how much do we know
about this plucky little appellation that gifts the
world with such fun-loving bubbly?

hen we know that
the season of over
indulgence looms, preparation
is key. Like the delightful
dresses and chic shades we get
busy buying, our wine choices
require just as much thought in
the purchasing process. British
summer is not always kind to us
and, just like an outfit, a wine that
can fit perfectly with or without
the sunshine, is one to invest in.
The Wakefield Shiraz is
comparable to finding a boutique
shop that you have somehow
missed on the corner of your
everyday walk to work. Like any
hidden treasure should, this
particular wine embodies all the
qualities one hopes for. It can
be quaffed or kept and without
a doubt, this ruby red revels in
pairing itself with all that we
may want to feast on during the
summer months.
From any kind of beef fuelled
BBQ, to drizzling dark chocolate
on campfire s'mores [biscuit,

bubbles, Prosecco is definitely here to stay. Words and tasting notes
by Francesca Rapley

Prosecco originates from, and is named after, a
delightful little village near Trieste, in the NorthEast of Italy, and has been around for a surprisingly
long time. It is known that the Glera grape variety,
forming the majority of Prosecco sparkling wine,
dates back to Ancient Rome with Prosecco (or
Pucino Vino in the original Latin) gaining high
chocolate and marshmallow
heated over a fire] – this
smouldering wine is a critically
acclaimed contemporary to its
summer peers such as Provence
rosé or fresh white wine.
Drowning in rich cherry flavours
and combined with a sneaky yet
subtle spice, this is brilliantly
balanced.
Wakefield's home is the Clare
Valley – arguably one of the best
winemaking regions in Australia.
It is also one of the oldest. The
ethos behind Wakefield is to

create wines that complement
and reflect the location they are
privileged enough to call home.
Just like a small but beautiful
boutique on Bond Street, the
Clare valley is ‘a beautiful little
region with a big reputation’
and Wakefield is definitely one
of its most carefully crafted and
maintained creations.”

WAKEFIELD SHIRAZ
2014, CLARE VALLEY – AU |
£11.99, limited stock

praise by Roman philosopher Pliny the Elder.
Modern Prosecco isn’t made in the same way as its
cousin, Champagne, as the second fermentation
producing those oh so important bubbles are
produced in a tank rather than individual bottles.
This method results in more efficient production,
hence a lower price per bottle, making the allure of
a bottle of fizz on a Friday night ever-so much more
appealing! Don’t be fooled into thinking you’re
not getting as many bubbles for your buck though!
Prosecco has come a long way in the past few
decades, producing drier styles with more finesse."

NANI RIZZI VALDOBBIADENE
MILLESIMATO D.O.C.G. 2014, VENETO
– IT | "Nani Rizzi is an excellent example of a
premium Valdobbiadene Superiore D.O.C.G.
Prosecco, that can only be produced in the Treviso
province of Veneto, on the beautiful hills of Guia.
This is my personal favourite and could rival many
Champagnes in its elegance, generating fine and
persistent bubbles with a distinguishable kick of
tropical fresh fruit." £14.99 reduced to £12.99

PASSAPAROLA SPUMANTE D.O.C.
NV, VENETO – IT | "What a lovely Prosecco – a
Hennings favourite. This wine is perfectly light,
crisp and floral with delicate pear on the nose and a
succulent apple taste." £10.99 reduced to £9.50

CIELO SPUMANTE NV, VENETO – IT | "This
is the style of Prosecco that is the reason for the
popularity of this ubiquitous Italian wine. It's fresh,
floral and has a lovely bit of subtle fruit to it." £9.50
reduced to £7.99
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ORDER ONLINE:
www.henningswine.co.uk

ORDER THROUGH OUR SHOPS:

Chichester, North Street 01243 784374
Goring, Aldsworth Parade 01903 700224
Petworth, Golden Square 01798 343021
Pulborough, Lower Street 01798 872671

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY SERVICE
Minimum order £60 (£75 online)

NATIONAL DELIVERY SERVICE
Details available on our website

All bottles are 75cl unless otherwise stated. E&OE. Prices are per bottle.
Stated vintages may be subject to change at any time. Gift packaging,
where shown, is offered subject to availability. Bottle, packaging and
closure designs may change at any time. Wines and prices offered are
subject to availability until Sunday 7th August 2016.
Hennings Wine Merchants Ltd - registered in England. No.666499. The
Wine Cellars, Station Approach, Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 1AQ

